A CUNY education far surpasses the confines of a classroom. The impact of living in New York City, a world-wide hub of business, finance, technology, research and culture, adds to the overall education of students. Founded in 1847, The City University of New York is the nation’s leading urban university system and consists of 24 unique institutions, including 11 four-year, seven community colleges and the Macaulay Honors College. Please visit www.cuny.edu/undergraduate to discover the academics, access and affordability of CUNY.

The most important part of the college search is finding the school that fits. The variety of options at CUNY, from campus settings to programs of study to educational goals, ensures that each student can find the right fit. At CUNY, students choose from over 1,750 degree programs, leading to the associate, bachelor’s and graduate degrees, allowing them to truly shape their education.

From the hard Sciences to interdisciplinary work in the Humanities to selective programs in Engineering, Architecture and Medicine, CUNY students can customize their education and tailor their college experience, all while learning from the best. Eighty percent of CUNY faculty have the highest possible degree in their field. Years of teaching and real world experience have distinguished CUNY professors as leaders in their respective fields as well as in the classroom.
Located in the Flatiron/Gramercy district of Manhattan, Baruch is situated in the heart of the world’s most dynamic center of finance and culture. Within reach of both Wall Street and Midtown, the campus accommodates more than 16,000 students enrolled in Baruch’s renowned programs in liberal arts, public affairs and business.

An innovative, liberal arts college with an international reputation for academic excellence, Brooklyn College offers an exceptional education for undergraduate and graduate students. Cited as “a bright spot” in American higher education by the National Endowment for the Humanities, Brooklyn College offers more than 130 majors and a widely acclaimed core curriculum that gives every student a strong foundation in academic knowledge and cultural awareness.
The City College of New York - 160 Convent Ave. | New York, NY 10031
Admission: (212) 650-6977   Financial Aid: (212) 650-5819   www.ccny.cuny.edu

Located on 36 beautiful acres in upper Manhattan, CCNY is a microcosm of New York City-- it has one of the most diverse student bodies of any college in America. Since its founding in 1847, The City College of New York has held a tradition of economic and social advancement-- and of excellence. CCNY is the alma mater of nine Nobel Prize winners and countless successful individuals in all fields of human endeavor.

College of Staten Island - 2800 Victory Blvd. | Staten Island, NY 10314
Admission: (718) 982-2010   Financial Aid: (718) 982-2030   www.csi.cuny.edu

The College of Staten Island (CSI) is a four-year college within CUNY whose mission is academic excellence leading to personal growth and professional success. Nested in a 204-acre campus with state-of-the-art classrooms, laboratories and studios, CSI fosters its diverse student body by offering strong programs in liberal arts and a wide range of professional programs.
Located in the heart of Manhattan, Hunter is a leader in educating a diverse student body, serving over 21,000 students pursuing both undergraduate and graduate degrees in more than 170 different programs of study. The College maintains distinct leadership in educating women and providing educational opportunities for minorities.

An international leader in educating for justice, John Jay offers a rich liberal arts and professional studies curriculum to a diverse student body, with the majority seeking careers in public service. The strength, reputation and vitality of the College are embodied in the commitment to academic excellence maintained by its faculty—many of whom are recognized experts in their fields, conducting critical research in areas such as DNA analysis, drug abuse trends, child aggression, criminal law, police methods and crime reduction strategy.
Lehman College - 250 Bedford Park Blvd. West | Bronx, NY 10468
Admission: (877) LEHMAN-1    Financial Aid: (718) 960-8545    www.lehman.cuny.edu

Lehman’s beautiful 37-acre campus is located in a residential section of the northwest Bronx along the historic Jerome Park Reservoir. As the only public baccalaureate college in the Bronx, with more than 90 undergraduate and graduate degree programs and specializations, Lehman College is committed to meeting the educational needs of its students, offering a quality liberal arts education and preparation for successful careers and advanced study.

Macaulay Honors College - 35 West 67th St. | New York, NY 10023
Admission: (212) 729-2929    Financial Aid: (212) 729-2949    www.macaulay.cuny.edu

Macaulay, increasingly recognized as one of the best honors college in the country, is the flagship honors program at CUNY. At the center of a cross-campus community that includes eight partner colleges (Baruch, Brooklyn, City College, College of Staten Island, Hunter, John Jay, Lehman and Queens), Macaulay students receive full-tuition scholarships, individualized advising, opportunity grants for study abroad and research and an exclusive curriculum that explores the history as well as the cultural, scientific, economic and social challenges of New York City.
Medgar Evers College offers both bachelor's and associate degree programs, with convenient day, evening and weekend classes. With nearly 100 areas of study, the College’s degree programs offer a unique blend of academic excellence and real-world experience. Access and academic excellence are essential aspects of the Medgar Evers mission. A four-year, community-minded college with a diverse faculty and student body, Medgar Evers provides a strong foundation for professional achievement and advanced study.

City Tech, CUNY’s four-year college of technology, is the largest public college of technology in New York State and a national model for technological education. Technology is more than just the subject matter at City Tech. Advanced technology and access to cutting-edge equipment support teaching and learning in every portion of the College. The City Tech experience provides a setting where students prepare for tomorrow’s workforce, where knowledge of the most advanced technology is a necessity, not a luxury.
Queens College - 65-30 Kissena Blvd. | Flushing, NY 11367  
Admission: (718) 997-5600  Financial Aid: (718) 997-5100  www.qc.cuny.edu

The beautiful 77-acre campus of Queens College is located on the highest point in the borough and boasts a traditional quad with a view of the Manhattan skyline. The College serves more than 20,000 students from 140 nations. With over 115 undergraduate and graduate programs and numerous honors programs, Queens College prepares students for leadership by offering a rigorous education taught by a faculty dedicated to both teaching and research.

York College - 94-20 Guy R. Brewer Blvd. | Jamaica, NY 11451  
Admission: (718) 262-2165  Financial Aid: (718) 262-2230  www.york.cuny.edu

Centrally located in Queens, York College provides its students with a one-of-a-kind educational experience. Offering many features of a major university, including a distinguished faculty and strong pre-professional programs, York maintains a small-college atmosphere focused on individualized attention and a strong sense of community. Its students, representing a cross section of New York City’s diverse population, hail from more than 117 different countries and speak 79 different native languages.
As the largest community college at CUNY and the only one in Manhattan, BMCC serves as one of the nation’s leading community colleges, offering general, liberal arts, career education and continuing education programs to meet the needs, interests and aspirations of its students. Located in the heart of an exciting and vibrant city, BMCC reflects the best of downtown Manhattan: the culture of Tribeca, the vibrancy of Wall Street and the promise of the Statue of Liberty.

Founded in 1957 to meet the growing need for access to higher education in the borough of the Bronx, BCC today serves more than 9,000 students from over 100 countries. Located on New York City's highest natural peak, the College’s 54-acre campus provides an inspiring setting for learning and making the most of one's talents and ambitions. BCC offers a wide variety of degrees and certificate programs emphasizing health professions, technological training and the sciences.
Hostos Community College - 500 Grand Concourse (and 149th St.) | Bronx, NY 10451
Admission: (718) 319-7900   Financial Aid: (718) 518-6555   www.hostos.cuny.edu

Enrolling about 5,500 students, Hostos takes pride in its historical role in educating students from diverse ethnic, racial, cultural and linguistic backgrounds. An integral part of fulfilling its mission is to provide transitional language instruction for all English as a Second Language (ESL) learners along with Spanish/English bilingual education offerings to foster a multicultural environment for all students.

Kingsborough Community College - 2001 Oriental Blvd. | Brooklyn, NY 11235
Admission: (718) 368-4600   Financial Aid: (718) 368-4644   www.kbcc.cuny.edu

A comprehensive two-year college, Kingsborough offers programs in the liberal arts and sciences as well as career-focused majors. The College enrolls about 15,000 degree-seeking students but serves an increasing population each year with non-credit courses and specialized programs. With its breathtaking 70-acre campus overlooking three bodies of water, flexible schedules and strong commitment to student success, Kingsborough provides a truly ideal learning environment.
LaGuardia Community College - 31-10 Thomson Ave. | Long Island City, NY 11101
Admission: (718) 482-5000  Financial Aid: (718) 482-7218  www.lagcc.cuny.edu

Named one of the top three large community colleges in the U.S. in a national survey, LaGuardia Community College provides students with an unparalleled education in an international environment. LaGuardia prepares students for either immediate employment or transfer to four-year colleges, where they can earn baccalaureate degrees. Only 15 minutes from Times Square, LaGuardia is conveniently located in Queens, New York City's fastest growing and most ethnically diverse borough.

The New Community College - 50 West 40th St. | New York, NY 10018
Admission: (646) 313-8010  Financial Aid: (646) 313-8011  www.ncc.cuny.edu

Established in September 2011, NCC is the first new community college at CUNY in forty years. With a highly supportive environment focused on student success, NCC provides a clearly defined program that includes a rigorous first year experience, dedicated to hands-on learning. Located in heart of Manhattan, overlooking the vibrant Bryant Park, The New Community College opened its doors to its inaugural class of 300 students in the fall of 2012.
Located in residential northeast Queens on the former site of the Oakland Golf and Country Club, Queensborough Community College offers its students a personalized and dynamic educational experience. With academic excellence is its cornerstone, the goals and needs of each student are built into a highly individualized program, My Academic Plan (MAP), which is reviewed and followed each semester.

Baccalaureate for Unique and Interdisciplinary Studies -
365 5th Ave., Suite 6412 | New York, NY 10016
Admission: (212) 817-8220    cunyba.gc.cuny.edu

CUNY Baccalaureate for Unique and Interdisciplinary Studies (CUNY B.A./B.S.) is a versatile and rewarding route to a bachelor’s degree for motivated students whose academic goals transcend traditional majors. In collaboration with faculty mentors, students formulate unique areas of concentration, which range anywhere from Advocacy for the Disabled to Zoological Photography. Students matriculate at one CUNY college but can take courses at all the colleges including The Graduate Center, and pursue internships, online classes, honors courses, study abroad and life experience credits to their degree.